SEQUENCE: INTRO AB AB END

INTRO:
1-4 (OP FCG DLW) WAIT 2 MEAS.; - APT, -; PT; - PU (CP LOD), -; TCH, -;
1-2 In (OP FCG DLW) Wait 2 meas;
3-4 Step apt L, -; pt R, -; Step Tog R picking up lady to (CP LOD), -; tch L;

PART A:
1-4 RK, REC, CROSS(SCAR), -; RK, REC, CROSS(BJO), -; FWD, LK, FWD, -;
FWD, LK, FWD(CP WALL), -;
1 Rock side L, recover R, cross L in front (W XIB) to SCAR, -;
2 Rock side R, recover L, cross R in front (W XIB) to BJO, -;
3 Forward L, cross R in back, forward L, -;
4 Forward R, cross L in back, forward R (blend to CP WALL), -;
5-8 BOX:: TWIRL/VINE 3 (BFLY), -; XIF, SD, XIF, -;
5-6 Side L, close R, forward L, -; Side R, Close L, Back R, -;
7 Side L, cross R in back, side L, (W Twirl RF down LOD), -;
8 Cross R in front of L, side L, cross R in front of L(W also XIF), -;
9-12 CIRCLE AWAY & TOG(CP WALL); - 1/2 BOX FWD; 2 SD CLOSES;
9-10 Moving away from ptr with a LF (W RF) circular pattern forward L,
R, L, -; continue circular pattern toward partner forward R, L, R, -;
11 (CP WALL) Side L, close R, forward L, -;
12 Side R, close L, side R, close L;
13-16 1/2 BOX BK; 2 SD CLOSES(Bldng SCP); RUN, FWD, 3, -; TWICE (BFLY WALL), -;
13 Side R, close L, back R, -;
14 Side L, close R, side L, close R (to SCP);
15-16 Run forward L,R,L, -; R,L,R (to BFLY WALL), -;

PART B:
1-4 SERPIENTE; RK, 3, Pkng Up(CP), -; TURN LEFT, TO, BJO(RLOD), -;
1-2 Side L, bhd R, fan L counter-clockwise; bhd L, side R, thru L,
fan R counter clockwise (SCP LOD);
3 Rock thru R, recover L, forward R (W pickup on L to CP LOD), -;
4 Turn LF L, sd R, bk L to(BJO RLOD), -;
5-8 BK, LK, BK, -; IMPETUS(SCP), -; PU, RUN, 2, -; WALK, -; FC WALL, (BFLY WALL), -;
5 Back R, cross L in front, back R, -;
6 Commence RF upper body turn back L, close R (heal turn), forward L
(SCP LOD), -;
7 Forward R short step picking W up to CP, forward L,R, -;
8 Slow forward L, -; forward turning RF on R to FC WALL, -;
9-15 REPEAT MEAS 1-7
16 Walk Forward L, -; R, -; (Staying in CP LOD to repeat dance) 2nd Time
16 Walk Forward L, -; R to FC WALL, -; (Staying in CP for ending) 4th Time

ENDING:
1-2 2 SD CLOSES; SD, -; CORTE, -;
1-2 Side L, close R, side L, close R; Side L, -; Corte, -;